Become
Specialist IT Test Environment (All Gender)
Our Chief Information Office (CIO) in Hamburg is waiting for you.
We believe your interests to be equally important as the ones of your team. This is why you can achieve
even more with us. Sounds good? Then you are just right with us.

Our promise
We help people move forward every day. We encourage you to develop your own ideas and offer an open
company culture where everyone respects each other irrespective of hierarchy. You’ll meet a variety of
different people, living our values all day every day to do the best we can with integrity and excellence for our
customers and stakeholders. Join our team for a diverse working experience and bring your personal
contribution to our brand.

Your Part













Work closely with our test- and release managers
Oversee our E2E connected test environments
Establish and manage connectivity between the many systems and applications
Be an active part of code management (controlled code deployments of initial and incremental code
drops) in coordination with test- and release teams
Facilitate data load and data sync across all relevant systems
Coordinate batch and time jumps schedules and procedures in alignment with test teams
Help investigate defects (distinguish defects as code or environment related, route to the right
teams)
Monitor health of the connected environments and find issues before they hit the testing team
Enforce resolution of test environment issues to help the teams complete their test as fast as
possible
Report on the status of environments and suggest measures to increase availability and stability
Coordinate and negotiate usage of environment and data for our project and release teams based
on transparent processes
Create and maintain a clear view for all stakeholders on which project is using which environments
for how long





Protect the environments from undesired changes / deployments / data feeds
Constantly align our test environments as close as possible to production environments
Set up new environments, manage scaling etc. in coordination with the test demand

What you’re made of













Experienced in managing complex/multiple IT systems
Minimum 3 years experience in working in a cross functional setup with teams span across multiple
geographies
Clear articulation of IT structure and functions within Barclays and the services and product set of
the Group
Broad understanding of Barclaycard strategy and business direction
Extensive knowledge of analytic techniques and methods
Good knowledge of business change processes, methods and tools
Broad understanding of acceptance and integration process and methods
Good understanding of project and change management processes
Demonstrate a wide knowledge of IT service infrastructure and its exploitation in both own and
other organisations
Demonstrate effective communication, both orally and in writing, with subordinates, colleagues,
clients and customers at all levels, both formally and informally – an experienced communicator who
nurtures relationships for mutual gain
Able to analyse, diagnose, design, plan, execute and evaluate work to time and quality targets,
exhibiting thorough familiarity with available methods, procedures, tools, equipment and standards
associated with own infrastructure specialism and making correct choices from alternative

About us
We’re not an average bank. We’re Barclaycard: modern, diverse and digitally minded. As one of the country’s
leading credit institutions, we have over 700 employees based in Hamburg. For the past 25 years, we have
been offering our customers flexible payment options and helpful financing solutions that have resulted in
over 1 million customers.

Interested? Perfect
Send us your application with your resume and a cover letter with your salary expectations and earliest
starting date to karriereaussichten@barclaycard.de, quoting reference 62/2020.

